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“Content is king”



So why is great 
content such a 

challenge?

Ever find it difficult to produce 

effective content? You’re not alone. 

...yet only 30%
of B2B marketers believe 

their organisations are 
doing it effectively

88%
of marketers use content 

marketing...

Source: Content Marketing Institute



Where are we 
missing the mark?



I keep six honest serving-men (They 
taught me all I knew); Their names are 

What and Why and When and How and 
Where and Who.

Rudyard Kipling, The Elephant’s Child (1902)



Source: DOMO



“Correct is fine, but it is better 
to be interesting.”

– Seth Godin



Source: LinkedIn Learning



“Creativity is the 
ability to take people 

by surprise. It’s a 
human 

quality...humans can 
never replace that.”

– Daniel Susskind (speaking at 
Learning Technologies 

conference 2019)



“But I’m not an artist.”

“I wasn’t born with 
creative talent.”

“My teachers told me 
I wasn’t creative.”

“You can’t teach 
creativity.”



75% of people think they are 

not living up to their creative 
potential.

Source: Adobe



Buyers go through about 

57% of the purchasing 

process before ever talking to 
sales.

Source: Gartner



Your brand has a 
story. Tell it.



The Classic Story Arc



Approximately 550,000 people had 
spent New Year’s Eve in one of Airbnb’s 
rentals across 20,000 cities...

...a jump from just 2,000 
guests 5 years previously.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yDQIhrX5_0


Hugs “help stabilise babies’ vital 
signs, build immune systems, ward 

off illness and improve brain 
development.”



Sales soared 30% in 2016 

and the campaign had an 

engagement rate 300%
higher than industry 

benchmarks.



Use your imagination. 
Step into someone 

else’s shoes.





“Technically,we’re the customer but 
it just feels that they understand 
what we’re trying to achieve and 

share our ambitions. They are now
part of our team.”













So how can I strengthen 
and develop my 
creative skills?



1. Don’t aim to fail, but do
see failure as a valuable 

learning opportunity



When 3M scientist Spencer Silver created a glue too weak 
for his goal of an adhesive for plane manufacturing, he 

called it a “solution without a problem”. 

But colleague Art Fry realized it was perfect for his 
seemingly trivial problem of losing his bookmark in his 

hymnbook at church. 

The Post-It note was born, and in 2009 
generated revenues of $3.47billion for one 3M 

division.



2. Make time for creative 
thinking





3. Put ideas into action







4. Seek feedback. 
Continuously improve.





The 5 Cs:

1) Consistent
2) Clear
3) Complete
4) Correct
5) Concise



“While robots are great at optimizing old 
ideas, organisations most need creative 

employees who can conceive the 
solutions of tomorrow.”

(Source: LinkedIn)



Get creative!
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